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1. Introduction
The Recommendations Memorandum outlines the CAD/AVL and Radio/Communications System Replacement 
options evaluated by IBI Group. The document provides a high-level overview of the system capabilities required 
by AC Transit as defined in the Needs Assessment; then provides a breakdown of the recommended options that 
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each. Finally, the document discusses the next steps in further 
defining the recommended options and moving toward future procurement. 

1.1. Project Work to Date
To date, several documents have been submitted to AC Transit that feed into the recommendations included in 
this memorandum. These documents include the initial Needs Assessment Summary, Industry Scan Results, 
Master Requirements Matrix, the Concept of Operations, and the Communications Alternatives Assessment. The 
basis for this memo builds on the work and research conducted to develop these documents. A brief summary 
of each is included below.

1.1.1. Needs Assessment Results
The Needs Assessment summary memo (issued November 2012) grouped AC Transit’s CAD/AVL and Radio/
Communications Systems replacement needs into six different functional areas: 1) Operations, 2) Data, 3) System 
Administration, 4) Integration, 5) Performance, and 6) General. The functional-area needs, as identified in the Needs 
Assessment, represent a combination of all the user groups, forming the backbone of the Technical Requirements 
Matrix. The Needs Assessment also formed the basis for the Industry Scan Memorandum, determining how 
directly existing vendor products would be able to support the functionality desired by AC Transit. 

A primary focus throughout the functional needs is to simplify processes. In some cases, the focus is also to 
provide greater automation of the execution of processes and procedures to improve efficiency/performance, 
enhance reporting capabilities, provide service restoration capabilities, and identify critical failures. Stakeholders 
also identified a strong desire for greater integration with other onboard equipment and technology. Additionally, 
AC Transit identified that network and hardware lifecycle costs were a primary concern for ongoing maintenance 
and support. To that end, improved vendor support after systems acceptance is strongly desired. Finally, 
stakeholders also identified a strong desire for an open and scalable system that would increase overall flexibility. 
Better integration with other agency applications and systems is of critical importance. 

1.1.2. Industry Scan Results
The Industry Scan compared the current CAD/AVL vendor product offerings against AC Transit’s needs and 
requirements. This review was categorized into three different service options for the agency: Traditional, Hosted, 
and Software as a Service (SaaS). These three different service options are generally described as follows:

•	 Traditional:  The most common service delivery approach in the transit CAD/AVL industry to date, this model 
assumes an agency-owned system, procured from a CAD/AVL vendor, including all on-board and central 
hardware, software systems and licenses. While an agency in this option owns the central system hardware 
it actually only licenses the right to use the central system software, which remains owned by the vendor so 
that licenses can also be sold to other transit agencies. The sales of software licenses and annual software 
support provide a large part of the revenue stream used by the vendors for ongoing software development 
and support to its overall customer base. The agency is generally responsible for system maintenance and 
operations, often with a vendor under maintenance contract. Functionality of products in this service delivery 
approach range from basic systems, to those offering robust and advanced operational functionality with a 
high level of customization available.
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•	 Hosted:  An emerging service delivery option that is very similar to the Traditional model in terms of breadth 
of product availability (i.e., most of the Traditional CAD vendors are offering, or considering offering, hosted 
solution delivery). While the central system hardware is still owned by the agency and central system software 
licensing still purchased, the primary difference is that the system is hosted and maintained at a facility 
operated by the vendor. Theoretically, this would allow for easier central system updates, with the vendor 
holding more responsibility for ensuring that service impact is minimal, and also responsible for more of the 
system management and operations. There would be annual service fees to the vendor, with the potential 
value proposition for the agency being if these fees would be more than offset by reduced agency O&M costs.

•	 SaaS:  Software as a Service has become a common delivery model for providing many business applications 
in the IT industry, in which the software and associated data are owned by the vendor and centrally hosted 
in the cloud, with access provided to customers on a leased basis. The SaaS purchaser replaces any capital 
investment in hardware and licenses with services fees, and likely in addition would have reduced O&M costs. 
In many market sectors, SaaS is a preferred delivery model by customers looking to reduce IT support costs 
by avoiding capital purchases and outsourcing hardware and software maintenance and support to the SaaS 
provider. 

In CAD/AVL Hosted and SaaS offerings, onboard equipment is usually agency-owned in the traditional manner. 
Although the onboard equipment must inherently be located on the vehicles, it could certainly also be leased 
instead of owned. Outsourcing onboard equipment O&M however is complicated by the fact that it is normally 
expensive for an outside vendor to provide the degree of onsite support needed for high availability.

For the Industry Scan, several different vendors within these service options were contacted, initially through an 
emailed survey form and then follow-up telephone interviews. The survey and interviews were structured in a 
format that followed the AC Transit Needs Assessment, to identify whether or not the technical requirements 
could be supported with today’s CAD/AVL technology. The vendor questions focused on the level of functionality 
provided by the CAD/AVL system, and the functional and integration capabilities of the onboard equipment based 
on the needs identified during the initial workshops with AC Transit.

Preliminary results from the vendor community 
indicated that while the SaaS option can provide cost 
effective Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) and Real-
Time Passenger Information (RTPI) solutions for the 
transit industry, the product offerings are generally 
very light in Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD), system 
management and voice radio control functionality. 
These product offerings were determined not to 
be viable to support AC Transit’s existing practices 
or desired operational needs, based on the limited 
functionality and integration capabilities of their 
systems. 

Hosted and traditional solutions provided adequate functionality, however many vendors offering a hosted solution 
had not yet standardized a business model, and vendors vary their pricing structure client-by-client. The table on 
the next page provides a conceptual cost breakdown and high-level analysis of each of the various business 
models investigated.

Figure 1:  High level functionality breakdown

TRADITIONAL HOSTED SAAS

COST (NPV ) $ $ $ $ $ $

CAPITAL & O&M 
BREAKDOWN

Capital: 82% 
Vendor O&M (5 yrs): 10% 
Internal Staff (10 yrs): 8%

Capital: 71% 
Vendor O&M (10 yrs): 25% 
Internal Staff (10 yrs): 4%

Capital: 62% 
Vendor O&M (10 yrs): 34% 
Internal Staff (10 yrs): 5%

STAFFING 
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ABILITY TO MEET 
AC TRANSIT 

NEEDS P P O
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 Table 1:  High-Level Summary of Industry Scan Findings
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1.1.3. Technical Requirements Matrix

The technical requirements matrix provides a direct mapping of the identified needs to specific requirements 
language and was created in a manner that will support future development of an Agency Request for Proposal 
(RFP). These requirements were prioritized as mandatory, preferred, or optional. The prioritization was established 
through examining the overall importance for the feature/functionality identified by AC Transit stakeholders, and 
was vetted by availability of the feature as discovered during the industry scan. 

In general, the majority of agencies identified high importance needs as mapped closely with current vendor 
offerings in the Traditional and Hosted categories. Functional areas still considered new or “in development” 
(meaning that some vendors have not successfully implemented similar technology on multiple projects), include: 
single point logon via badge swipe or proximity card, advanced headway management functionality, and advanced 
service restoration decision support. 

1.1.4. Concept of Operations
The concept of operations examined the various roles and systems of the existing AC Transit OrbCAD system and 
the operational impacts for a new system based on the needs and technical requirements matrix. The document 
examined the operational impacts over ten different scenarios grouped into the following categories: 

•	 normal operations, 

•	 degraded operation (i.e. detours, non-emergencies, bus bridges), 

•	 emergency operations, and 

•	 supporting processes such as maintenance and scheduling. 

1 Net present value (NPV)—Note: Hosted solutions showed no Capital savings over comparable Traditional solutions. Total lifecycle costs and 
associated NPV of a contract with a vendor, can be higher in a hosted model, to account for outsourced support and management.
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Upgrading the system will provide operational efficiencies by simplifying end user interactions with the system 
through a single point logon, streamlined system integration with backend software and the ability to provide 
better and more accurate information to different business units and downstream systems. 

1.1.5. Communications Alternatives
The purpose of the AC Transit Communications Alternatives Assessment report is to assist AC Transit in selecting 
a preferred voice and data communications architecture that best meets the agency’s long-term needs, including 
supporting daily operations, and the new CAD/AVL system. Numerous technical options and network alternative 
configurations exist, and there is no “one size fits all” approach to providing transit voice and data networks. Every 
agency has slightly different technical requirements, and every region has different characteristics and opportunities. 
From regional terrain and radio system coverage challenges, to different regional business plans and technical 
solutions offered by Public Safety multi- agency networks; each agency needs to be examined on a case by case 
basis to find the solution that best meets their needs from a schedule, cost/value, risk, and quality standpoint.

The Communications Alternatives assessment process began with an extensive list of voice and data 
communications options and different architecture configurations. The consultant team was encouraged to not 
only consider alternatives that they have had recent implementation experience with, but rather to utilize “out of the 
box” thinking and review all options available. After preliminary meetings, the list of options was narrowed down to 
four specific alternatives that best met AC Transit’s balance of technical requirements, cost, and schedule needs, 
overall risk to the agency, and quality of the suggested communications alternative. The four different alternatives 
examined in more detail within the memo include: 

•	 Alternative #1: Transit owned 800MHz voice and data radio system – migration of all voice and data 
communications to a new AC Transit owned 800 MHz trunked voice radio network and a new AC Transit 
owned 800 MHz data network. The system would utilize new frequencies that would need to be identified. 
Under this scenario, AC Transit would communicate via an 800 MHz network. All mobile data users would be 
migrated to the new mobile data system

•	 Alternative #2: Transit owned 800MHz voice and commercial data radio system – an AC Transit owned 
800MHz voice radio system and a mobile data system provided by a commercial provider.

•	 Alternative #3: EBRCS Voice System and AC Transit-Owned 800MHz Data System – use of the East Bay 
Regional Communications System Authority (EBRCS) trunked voice radio system and an AC Transit-owned 
800MHz mobile data system. Potentially EBRCS sites may be used to house AC Transit mobile data site 
equipment.

•	 Alternative #4: EBRCS Voice System & Commercial Data System – use of the EBRCS trunked voice radio 
system and a mobile data system provided by a commercial provider.

High-level analysis of each communications alternative (similar to the CAD/AVL alternative analysis provided in 
Section 2 of this document) is addressed in the Communications Alternatives Memo. The Alternatives document 
provided a basic description of the alternative, and evaluated each alternative based on cost, schedule, risk and 
quality. Order of Magnitude cost ranges for both Capital Costs and Lifecycle Costs (10yr and 15yr) were also 
included. The document also discussed the advantages, disadvantages, risks and implementation issues based 
on the type of alternative and assumptions made. 
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The following figure provides a high-level summary of the more detailed analysis and findings from the 
Communications Alternatives assessment memo. Higher indications in this figure represent respectively more 
cost, longer deployment time, more risk, and higher quality.

1.1.5.1. Communications Architecture Recommendation

Following the submittal of the Draft Communications Alternatives memo, AC Transit selected Alternative #4: 
EBRCS Voice System & Commercial Data System as the preferred Communications Architecture option for 
the replacement CAD/AVL and Radio system. The associated implications of this selection are discussed later in 
this memorandum.

Alternative #1 Alternative #2 Alternative #3 Alternative #4

COST $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

SCHEDULE
Capital          $26.1m 
10yr Lifecycle $30.7m 
15yr Lifecycle $32.4m

Capital           $17.7m 
10yr Lifecycle $23.4m 
15yr Lifecycle $25.5m

Capital            $19.8m 
10yr Lifecycle $22.8m 
15yr Lifecycle $23.8m

Capital           $13.2m 
10yr Lifecycle $17.1m 
15yr Lifecycle $18.5m

RISK    
RISK HIGH MEDIUM MEDIUM LOW

QUALITY   
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2. CAD/AVL Replacement Options & Analysis
Early in the project the agency looked at four different options:

•	 Option 0: Do Nothing – this option was deemed insupportable, as the current CAD/AVL system’s (OrbCAD2000) 
end of life is rapidly approaching and it is not able to be upgraded without substantial system replacement. 
This option assumed that no modifications are made to the system to support existing or future operations. 
Additionally, it was determined in a separate project for the new BRT development that a replacement CAD/
AVL system was essential for success (of that project and ongoing AC Transit BRT deployment projects in 
general).

•	 Option 1: Agency owned and operated CAD/AVL system (Traditional) – this solution is the most common 
among transit agencies of similar size and complexity. Under this business model the transit agency purchases 
hardware and software licenses from the vendor(s). Once installed and the system is accepted, the agency 
becomes the owner and maintainer for the CAD/AVL system. Warranty and maintenance agreements can 
be purchased through the vendor, however the transit agency is in most cases the initial responder from the 
perspective of the end user.

•	 Option 2: 3rd party Hosted CAD/AVL system– this business model is growing among smaller transit agencies 
and in some European markets. In the hosted system, the transit agency procures the backend central system 
hardware and software for the system, with the equipment hosted by either the vendor (or a 3rd party service 
provider contracted by the vendor). All vehicle equipment and non-central system equipment is purchased 
and maintained by the agency. Although the use of a hosted solution is not common among transit agencies, 
some vendors were able to provide example customers using some version of this solution. The vendors also 
commented that each of these customers had a “unique” or different business model as this was considered 
an “emerging” solution.

•	 Option 3: Software as a Service (SaaS) CAD/AVL System– this more common solution is a vendor hosted and 
agency leased system. Some vendors contacted within this category indicated that they offer both owned and 
leased options for their onboard systems. These solutions had rarely been implemented for transit agencies 
over 200 vehicles. Pricing and functionality varied across vendors, with all SaaS providers that responded to 
the industry scan providing only limited CAD functionality and minimal integration with other systems.

The sections below provide an expanded analysis of the options examined by the consultant team. 
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2.1. Option #1 – Agency Owned and Operated CAD/AVL 
System (Traditional)

OPTION #1: AGENCY OWNED AND OPERATED CAD/AVL SYSTEM
This option represents the most common choice for transit agencies across North America with fleet sizes similar 
to AC Transit (moderate to large fleet size). All network, central, and onboard equipment for the CAD/AVL system 
is purchased and maintained by the owner. This option typically requires in-house agency expertise, with staff 
positions for IT and system maintenance. From the industry scan, all vendors contacted provided this option (with 
the exception of the vendors identified as SaaS providers) and had successfully implemented a CAD/AVL solution 
for agencies similar in size and scope.

Functionality for these systems varies across vendors. All vendors provide the same level of functionality the 
agency is currently using. Some vendors also provide more advanced features and functionality (disaster recovery 
support, bus bridge, staff workload distribution, etc) as standard, off the shelf products. All vendors within this 
category responded that they offer the following functionality:

 9 Schedule Adherence

 9 Headway Management

 9 Off-route notification

 9 Detours/re-routes

 9 Connection protection

 9 Computer aided system response and recovery 

 9 Incident and accident response and recovery

 9 Onboard integration

 9 Central system integration

 9 Voice and data radio integration

ROM COSTS ASSUMPTIONS
Capital 5 Yr Lifecycle 10 Yr Lifecycle •	 Costs assume fleet size of 569 vehicles, 5 year 

operating and maintenance support contract from 
the vendor, 2 FTE positions at $150k with a 3.5% 
salary increase

•	 No costs associated with hardware/software refresh 
or replacements were included

•	 No costs associated with voice and data radio 
system were included

•	 Assumes procurement of largely commercial off the 
shelf (COTS) system

$19.1m $24.2m $26.1m

Capital costs are included in the lifecycle estimate

ADVANTAGES
•	  Many vendors currently offer many of the agency 

desired features and functionality “off the shelf”

•	 Systems are commonly implemented with several 
comparable transit agencies 

•	 Vendors offer a robust troubleshooting and 
development cycle

•	 Vendors typically include bug fixes and 
development upgrades as part of the warranty and 
maintenance agreements

•	 This option includes the lowest ongoing 
maintenance and operation lifecycle costs

DISADVANTAGES

•	  Agency must procure and maintain hardware and 
equipment that over time will become obsolete

•	 Requires in-house staff resources

ANALYSIS
Of the vendors contacted during the Industry Scan, 6 of the 8 respondents are able to meet the basic needs of the 
agency by matching, or bettering the agency’s current system functionality with minimal or no new development 
necessary. The largest operational impact the solution poses to the agency is the ongoing lifecycle costs for 
maintenance and potential eventual replacement of aging hardware. Agency staff will also be required to support 
and maintain the system.
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2.2. Option #2 –3rd Party Hosted CAD/AVL System
OPTION #2: AGENCY OWNED AND 3RD PARTY HOSTED SYSTEM

As with Option 1, this option provides the full-feature functions required by AC Transit to maintain current daily 
operations. Of the 8 vendors contacted, only 3 vendors stated that they have current (or past) customers that have 
them host their CAD/AVL solution. Hostied meaning that the central site servers are located off agency premises 
and maintained under a support contract. Follow up discussions with these vendors indicate this is an emerging 
area for vendors that traditionally offered a solution similar to Option 1. All 3 vendors noted that the business 
model for a 3rd party hosted system was still “in development,” and no vendor could provide an example of an 
implemented system with an agency the size of AC Transit. Since this seems to be an area that is still undefined, 
the generalizations provided here are limited to the 3 vendors that indicated they have some level of experience 
implementing a hosted solution. Each vendor responded that while they host the central software, the agency was 
responsible for procuring all equipment, licenses and upgrades, and for hardware replacement, so upfront capital 
cost savings for the transit agency remain.

See the description in Option 1 for the list of functionality provided by vendors offering a hosted solution.

ROM COSTS ASSUMPTIONS
Capital 5 Yr Lifecycle 10 Yr Lifecycle •	 Costs assume fleet size of 569 vehicles, 5 and 10 

year operating and maintenance contract, 1 agency 
FTE position at $150k with a 3.5% salary increase

•	 All CAD/AVL equipment is included as a capital cost 
(i.e. no leased equipment)

•	 No costs associated with hardware/software refresh 
or replacements were included

•	 No costs associated with voice and data radio 
system included

•	 Assumes procurement of largely commercial off the 
shelf (COTS) system

$19.1m $28.8m $33.9m

Capital costs are included in the lifecycle estimate

ADVANTAGES
•	  Many vendors currently offer many of the agency 

desired features and functionality “off the shelf”

•	 Vendors offer a robust troubleshooting and 
development cycle

•	 Requires minimal in-house staff resources

•	 Vendors typically include bug fixes and 
development upgrades as part of the warranty and 
maintenance agreements

•	 Hosting vendor will provide 24-7 support and 
maintenance for central server equipment

DISADVANTAGES

•	  Agency must procure hardware and equipment 
that over time will become obsolete

•	 Ongoing lifecycle costs to replace hardware are not 
typically included in the vendor O&M agreements

•	 Operating and maintenance costs will be high

•	 There are no comparable hosted solutions with 
transit agencies similar to AC Transit’s size and 
complexity

ANALYSIS
Not enough information was gathered during the industry scan to indicate that vendors are starting to support and 
offer to potential clients the option of a 3rd Party Hosted System. Overall, the information gathered indicates that 
this option is emerging and not yet common for agencies the size of AC Transit. Research found that the hosted 
solution will be similar in functionality and cost to Option 1 for upfront capital costs. Lifecycle costs were not 
available from the vendors as each solution varied and could not be used to project costs for AC Transit. Therefore 
the cost is estimated using similar costs for internal staff, with a 30% overhead and profit built in for the vendor. 
Since capital costs are largely the same as for the Traditional option, financial viability will generally depend on the 
agency being to able to avoid enough O&M costs to more than offset the additional service fees.
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2.3. Option #3 – SaaS Provided CAD/AVL System
OPTION #3: SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) CAD/AVL SYSTEM

In this service model, the CAD/AVL system is built on software applications hosted on a “cloud” server with little 
back office equipment (e.g. central data manager) maintained on-site at by the agency. According to the survey, 
most vendors within this category primarily provide passenger-focused systems (e.g., real-time passenger 
information (RTPI)) and lack the ability to offer many of the advanced functions required by AC Transit to provide 
the support needed for daily operations. None of the vendors that responded to the survey had implemented 
a system for a single transit customer with more than 300 vehicles. Vendors provided both leased and agency 
owned onboard equipment business models.

Only 2 vendors responded to the Industry Scan survey. Functionality for both vendors is consistent between 
both respondents. Both provide basic vehicle location functionality and lack the ability to offer more advanced 
features and functionality (headway management, re-routes/detours, onboard integration, voice radio integration, 
etc.) as standard, off the shelf products. Both vendors indicated that they provide the following functionality:

 9  Schedule Adherence

 9 Off-route notification

 9 Data radio integration

 9  Covert alarm onboard integration

 9 Central system integration

ROM COSTS
Capital 5 Yr Lifecycle 10 Yr Lifecycle

$13.0m $31.7m $46.4m

Capital costs are included in the lifecycle estimate

ASSUMPTIONS
•	 Costs associated with this option were estimated as 

most vendors have not implemented on agencies 
the size of AC Transit.

•	 Costs assume fleet size of 569 vehicles, 5 and 10 
year operating and maintenance contract, 1 FTE 
position at $150k with a 3.5% salary increase

•	 No costs associated with hardware/software refresh 
or replacements were included

•	 No costs associated with voice and data radio 
system included

•	 Leased equipment includes VLU, MDT, MAR, 
backend servers and processers (does not include 
workstations)

•	 Includes software license leases

•	 Assumes procurement of a commercial off the shelf 
system

ADVANTAGES
•	 Low upfront capital cost

•	 Typically offer strong RTPI solutions

•	 Future proofing for equipment (if built into 
maintenance contract)

DISADVANTAGES
•	 Offers basic AVL functionality

•	 Not able to meet the agency’s current minimum 
requirements

•	 Limited CAD functionality such as vehicle tracking, 
with basic dispatching tools

•	 Limited backend data integration

•	 Limited onboard integration

•	 Ongoing yearly operating and maintenance costs

•	 Leased equipment fees (if part of contract to reduce 
capital costs)

ANALYSIS
Based on the research and outreach conducted during the industry scan, the basic needs of AC Transit are 
not met by vendors offering a SaaS approach. These vendors specialize in RTPI systems, and both vendors 
responded that they would not respond to a CAD/AVL RFP for an agency the size of AC Transit.
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2.4. Analysis of CAD/AVL Alternatives
As discussed above, Option 0: Do Nothing, and Option 3: SaaS Provided CAD/AVL System were both deemed 
insupportable as neither meets AC Transit’s operational goals and requirements. The remaining two options are 
further analyzed in the following table. A ROM cost estimate for each option is provided as Appendix A.

Agency owned and 
operated CAD/AVL 

System

Agency owned, 3rd party 
hosted CAD/AVL system

Summary

COST 

Capital $19.1m Capital $19.1m

Capital costs differences 
between both options will be 
minimal. 

Option 2 includes a 90% 
increase in O&M costs over 
the first 5 years compared to 
Option 1, and 111% increase 
over 10 years.

5 yr O&M $5.1m 5 yr O&M $9.7m

10 yr O&M $7.0m 10 yr O&M $14.8m

O&M costs were estimated for 
2 FTE

Comparable costs for other 
transit agencies of similar 
size were not available for this 
implementation. Thus, costs 
were estimated for 1 vendor 
FTE and 1 agency FTE. See 
ROM for more information

SCHEDULE

The accelerated scheduled 
that AC Transit has set as the 
replacement project goal is 
based on an agency owned 
and maintained system. To 
meet the implementation 
schedule, all stated 
assumptions must be kept.

Communications path 
between hosted site and 
agency must be adequate

Any new build out will place 
the schedule in jeopardy

Overall there doesn’t 
appear to be a compelling 
advantage to either 
implementation from a 
scheduling standpoint.

Central installation may be 
accomplished more quickly 
if hosted

RISK

AC Transit will need to ensure 
that the agency is prepared for 
the central site equipment and 
the communications paths 
are available and capable of 
handling the new system

For agency owned equipment 
managed and maintained 
off site, clear roles and 
responsibilities needs to be 
documented in the O&M 
agreement.

Transfer of risk will need to 
be clearly defined in the O&M 
agreement

Each option includes a fair 
share of risks. However with 
the first option, most risk 
lies with the agency. For the 
second option risk may be 
transferred to the hosting 
vendor, which will increase 
fees for the O&M contract.

QUALITY Highly functional system Highly functional system
Little to no difference 
between a hosted or agency 
owned/maintained system
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3. Procurement and Implementation Approach
AC Transit needs to make several other critical decisions on the path to implementing a new CAD/AVL and Radio 
system, specifically those related to the procurement and implementation approach. There are also a number 
of implementation issues specific to the selected communications architecture, which AC Transit needs to be 
aware of and plan for accordingly. These can be summarized as follows, and a more detailed description of each 
is provided below:

1. Single or Multiple Procurements

2. Radio Infrastructure & Subscriber Unit Equipment Selection

3. Roles & Responsibilities of Radio System Deployment

3.1. Single vs. Multiple Procurements
A common procurement strategy is to put as much as possible of the system procurement into a single contract, 
and for a CAD/AVL system vendor to be responsible for all software, hardware, systems and systems integration 
of the CAD/AVL and Voice and Data radio systems. This is particularly effective when a deployment requires that 
a new Voice and Data system be built to support the CAD/AVL system, and is a highly recommended strategy in 
those situations. In an architecture where the Voice and Data radio system is already largely built and provided by 
third parties, such as AC Transit’s selected communications architecture, there is an opportunity to put significant 
portions of the voice and data radio equipment procurement under CAD/AVL vendor responsibility. The pros and 
cons need to be considered between the agency purchasing their own radio equipment vs. having the CAD/AVL 
vendor provide the radio equipment.

3.2. Cell Data, Radio Infrastructure & Subscriber Unit 
Equipment Selection

Under the selected Voice and Data Radio Architecture, a number of specific technology options available to AC 
Transit for both Voice and Data communications need to be considered. These can be broken down as follows:

Commercial Data: There are a number of commercial (cellular data) carriers, each offering different data 
technologies, varying levels of regional coverage and different data plans pricing. AC Transit may choose to 
provide functional, technical, coverage and throughput requirements in the RFP, and allow the CAD/AVL vendor 
choose which cellular technology/carrier they propose to meet those requirements. Alternatively, AC Transit may 
choose to do more testing and analysis of different carrier coverage and products, and then either provide those 
results to the CAD/AVL vendors as part of the RFP to be identified as part of the proposal offerings, or AC Transit 
may choose to select a particular carrier and data plan.

Radio System Infrastructure: The decision to work with the EBRCSA for voice radio communications inherently 
selects Motorola as the technology vendor for the voice radio system infrastructure, though, AC Transit can 
choose between two different Motorola voice radio consoles. EBRCS participants are using a combination of 
existing Motorola Gold Elite consoles, or have purchased new IP based Motorola MCC 7500 consoles. Again, 
AC Transit may choose to provide functional and technical requirements in the RFP, and let the CAD/AVL vendor 
choose which console product they propose to meet those requirements. Alternatively, AC Transit may choose to 
do more evaluation, and then specify use of a particular console. 

Radio System Subscribers/Units: Finally, while the decision to work with EBRCS for voice radio communications 
inherently selects Motorola as the technology vendor for the voice radio system infrastructure, AC Transit can 
choose between numerous P25 radio subscriber units from multiple vendors. As discussed above, AC Transit 
may choose to provide functional and technical requirements in the RFP, and let the CAD/AVL vendor choose 
which radio subscriber products they propose to meet those requirements. Alternatively, AC Transit may choose 
to do more evaluation, and then specify use of a particular combination of mobile and portable radio units. 
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3.3. Roles & Responsibilities in Radio System Deployment 
Appendix B provides a copy of the October-December 2012 EBRCSA Bulletin. The EBRCSA is the Joint Powers 
Authority (JPA) created in September 2007, which currently consists of 43 member agencies in Alameda and 
Contra Costa Counties. This includes both Counties, 30 cities, 6 special districts, 3 colleges, Dublin-San Ramon 
Services District and the California Department of Transportation, collectively serving a population of over 2.5 
million people in the region. 

This particular EBRCSA bulletin was included as a reference to these recommendations, as it offers a substantial 
amount of important information for AC Transit to consider relating to “next steps” in proceeding with a 
partnership with the EBRCSA. Starting on page 2 of the document, the EBRCSA provides a detailed list of steps 
for “Transitioning to EBRCSA.”  This list provides an excellent resource of specific steps relating to subscriber 
implementation, dispatch, logging and transition planning. Not all steps are directly applicable to AC Transit, for 
example in the Subscriber Implementation list steps such as “verify subscribers are P25 capable…have them 
Flash upgraded for this operation…” do not apply to AC Transit, as the agency will need to procure all new 
subscriber units to be able to operate on the EBRCS network. The vast majority of the steps in this list apply 
directly to AC Transit and can be considered as a fairly comprehensive list of activities for moving forward towards 
this partnership.

3.3.1. Roles & Responsibilities
Extracting key points from this bulletin and from other EBRCS materials, the following “Voice Communications 
Responsibility Matrices” have been developed as a quick reference guide for AC Transit. While these tables are 
not final, and are not fully comprehensive of all roles and responsibilities, they help provide the reader with an 
overall view of migration responsibilities.

3.3.1.1. Voice Communications Responsibility Matrix
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Mobile Radios
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4. Recommendations
The three different implementation strategies being considered are:

1. Agency owned and operated CAD/AVL System 

2. Agency owned, and 3rd party hosted CAD/AVL System

3. Agency leased and 3rd party hosted CAD/AVL System (SaaS)

Early in the project, AC Transit decided that maintaining the current functionality offered by the OrbCAD2000 was 
a minimum replacement system requirement. Therefore, based on the industry scan results, the third option, SaaS 
Provided CAD/AVL System, was eliminated from further consideration. Additionally, in understanding that the 
agency is undertaking several concurrent projects, along with the impending expiry of the service contract for the 
existing system, an accelerated timeline was developed to procure and implement a replacement CAD/AVL system. 
This aggressive timeline has become the target goal for AC Transit to procure and implement a new system.

Thus the recommendations provided within this section account for cost, schedule and functionality/quality while 
at the same time minimize agency risk.

The remaining sections below were provided in draft format to AC Transit and then reviewed with the Steering 
Committee team in our final Steering Committee review meeting held on April 24, 2013. The original text, which 
included the preliminary recommendation and/or points of consideration, has been retained below. Specific AC 
Transit agency decisions are then indicated below using text call out boxes.

A text box like this indicates a decision that was made by AC Transit in the April 24, 2013 meeting, and will form the basis 
of finalizing the DRAFT Scope of Work for the CAD/AVL and Voice & Data Radio System replacement procurement. 
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4.1. CAD/AVL Replacement Recommendation
It is recommended that AC Transit proceed with a Traditional CAD/AVL procurement approach, and provide 
an optional RFP response section where vendors may choose to provide additional technical information and 
cost information for a hosted solution. It is recommended that responding to the hosted alternative be a non-
mandatory option for vendors, as they do not all currently provide this option and it could otherwise potentially 
limit the field of responding vendors without offering AC Transit much additional benefit.

Functionally, both Option 1 and Option 2 are able to meet agency needs by providing the same level of features 
and functionality to AC Transit. The capital cost to implement both systems is based on a CAD/AVL system 
only and does not include the communications ROM costs. Both options will have similar capital costs, as it is 
assumed that the agency will be required to procure all hardware necessary to implement the system, and also all 
software licenses. Cost differences between both options are thus isolated to O&M costs for the different options. 
A hosted solution (Option 2) will involve an estimated 90% increase in ongoing O&M costs for the 5 year lifecycle 
cost, and an estimated 111% increase for the 10 year O&M costs. 

Risks associated with the Hosted solution (Option 2) will need to be addressed through clear O&M agreements 
between the vendor and AC Transit. Transferring more accountability (e.g. risk) to the vendor will increase overall 
O&M costs. Traditionally, once system acceptance is achieved, vendor exposure to risk is minimal. However, a 
hosted system may entail penalties for the vendor for system availability gaps that impact operations. If this option 
were selected, the agency would want to establish clear guidelines and terms for risk transfer.

4.2. Voice and Data Radio Communications Recommendation
AC Transit reviewed the Draft Communications Alternatives Assessment memo, and following the review 
determined to move forward with Alternative 4: EBRCS Voice System & Commercial Data System. This solution 
provides the most cost efficient solution with the least amount of risk. Additionally, with the schedule as a core 
priority, this alternative also offers the shortest implementation timeline.

This selected architecture appears to offer for AC Transit the best combination of cost, schedule, value and 
technical solution. However, proceeding with a system deployment that best meets AC Transit needs also 
requires a series of procurement and implementation decisions. Preliminary implementation recommendations 
are included below.

At the review meeting on April 24, 2013, AC Transit decided that it would proceed with a traditional CAD/AVL 
procurement approach of an Agency-owned model. RFP respondents would be further asked to provide 
information on a Vendor-hosted model for comparison and consideration. 
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4.3. Procurement and Implementation Approach

4.3.1. Single vs. Multiple Procurements
It is recommended that AC Transit consider procuring the mobile subscriber units and portable subscriber units 
that best meet agency requirements, and indicate them in the CAD/AVL RFP as “owner-supplied” equipment with 
which vendors shall integrate. CAD/AVL vendor markup on such equipment is generally substantial, as compared 
to collectively bargained group purchase option list pricing, such as provided through ERBCS, while the value 
provided by the CAD/AVL vendors through having all equipment under a single contract tends to be minimal. 

4.3.2. Commercial Data, Radio Infrastructure & Subscriber Unit Equipment 
Selection
•	 Commercial Data: It is recommended that AC Transit perform a moderate level of commercial data coverage 

and throughput testing for all major regional commercial data carriers, and provide the results of this analysis 
in the CAD/AVL/Radio Replacement RFP. In the RFP it is recommended that AC Transit require that the CAD/
AVL vendors select a particular vendor to best meet the agency technical and functional needs, and also their 
performance and coverage requirements.

•	 Yard WiFi:  The AC Transit Yard WiFi system was not specifically addressed in the DRAFT Recommendations 
memo, however, there was discussion in the April 24th meeting that is captured below.

At the April 24, 2013 review session, AC Transit decided that it would proceed with multiple procurement activities. 
AC Transit will negotiate agreements acquire and provide commercial (cellular) data and voice radio networks 
and associated equipment. The selected CAD/AVL contractor shall be expected to integrate with these modems, 
consoles and subscriber units. Consoles and subscriber units will be configured by County technicians, according 
to EBRCSA policies and processes. The selected CAD/AVL contractor shall provide overall system training and 
support, inclusive of the voice and data radio networks and components. 

At the April 24, 2013 review session, AC Transit decided that it would proceed with independent coverage and 
throughput testing of the various suitable commercial cellular networks throughout its operating territory. Results 
of the tests would then be provided as an appendix to the RFP, for vendors to consider as they design to meet 
the technical and functional requirements. Depending on the results of the tests AC Transit may wish to consider 
negotiating costs with a commercial carrier directly, procuring and providing the related modems to the CAD/AVL 
contractor for integration into the system. 

At the April 24, 2013 review session, AC Transit identified that any onboard systems would need to interface with 
AC Transit’s Cisco based WiFi network equipment. It is recommended that more research be performed on the 
existing WiFi network to ensure effective integration, and it is further recommended that AC Transit require the 
CAD/AVL vendor to provide a current, “state of the practice” WiFi network that supports their proposed solution 
and integrates with AC Transit’s IT network equipment and architecture. 
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•	 Radio System Infrastructure: It is recommended that AC Transit review the technical functionality provided 
by both the MCC 7500 voice radio console and the Gold Elite console, to determine if one or the other 
provides mandatory functionality required by the agency. If so, AC Transit can procure the consoles directly 
from EBRCS (or partner agencies) and require that the CAD/AVL vendor implement the selected console. If 
not, AC Transit can allow the CAD/AVL vendor to propose a solution. The EBRCSA requires that radio consoles 
be procured through their organization, to ensure full compliance with technical specifications. The decision 
of whether this procurement is made by a third party vendor (such as the CAD/AVL vendor) or directly by the 
agency is left to each participating agency.

•	 Radio System Subscriber Units: It is recommended that AC Transit review the functionality and technical 
capabilities of all portable and mobile radio products identified2 by the EBRCSA for use on the EBRCS 
network, and determine if any of the products either provide mandatory functionality or if any that do not 
should be specifically eliminated from further consideration. It is further recommended that AC Transit review 
the results of any Digital Audio Quality (DAQ) testing of subscriber products identified by the EBRCSA. If no 
testing data is available, or if only incomplete or inconclusive data is available, it is recommended that AC 
Transit perform their own DAQ testing of all shortlisted mobile and portable subscriber units to determine if 
any are preferable or should be eliminated. If conclusive selections can be made, it is suggested that AC 
Transit procure their own mobile and portable radios and provide them to the CAD/AVL vendor as agency-
supplied equipment. 

2 Contra Costa issued a Request for Qualifications for Subscriber Units, which could be utilized on the EBRCS network. EBRCS has made the 
vendor responses and associated pricing available on their website. Each agency is then responsible to perform their own testing and product 
selection based on the list of “identified” products.

At the April 24, 2013 review session, AC Transit decided that it would proceed to negotiate an agreement with 
EBRCSA directly for use of its P25 radio system for voice communications. Under this agreement, EBRCSA would, 
with its County technicians, supply, install and warrant Motorola MCC7500 consoles. The CAD/AVL contractor 
would be expected to integrate with those consoles and provide overall system training and support. 

At the April 24, 2013 review session, AC Transit decided that it would procure the mobile and portable subscriber 
radio units and associated accessories, from the selection of EBRCSA identified units. EBRCSA has negotiated 
discounted pricing for identified subscriber units from two manufacturers. AC Transit could take advantage of this 
pricing, if deemed advantageous, or negotiate its own pricing levels for the identified equipment. The CAD/AVL 
contractor would be expected to integrate with those consoles and provide overall system training and support. 

AC Transit also indicated specific interest in the capability to “direct dial” a bus from a portable key pad, as well 
as, the desire for GPS from portable radios, and some mobile radios, to provide location data to the CAD system. 
These requirements have been added to the Scope of Work.

Cutsheets of all mobile and portable devices that are currently identified on the EBRCSA network have been 
provided for informational purposes to AC Transit, as addenda to this memo. It is recommended that AC Transit 
review these with technical support resources to make equipment selections that best meet the different operational 
requirements for each affected business unit. It is further recommended, that AC Transit perform testing on the 
subscriber units prior to equipment selection. This may include performance, functionality, voice quality/digital 
audio quality (or DAQ) testing, simulcast cell hand-off and drive testing.

In the RFP, the potential CAD/AVL contractors will be provided the list of acceptable and identified radios, from 
which to assess the feasibility of integrating with their proposed solutions. The respondents would be expected 
to indicate which of the radio subscriber units could be integrated. Should they be unable to integrate with the 
selected subscriber radios and propose alternatives, the CAD/AVL contractor shall be responsible, at its own cost, 
for testing, acceptance and approval by EBRCSA, according to EBRCSA policies and processes. 
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•	 Mobile Access Router: The AC Transit Yard Mobile Access Router was not specifically addressed in the DRAFT 
Recommendations memo, however, there was discussion in the April 24th meeting that is captured below.

A critical new component of the proposed on-board equipment network is the Mobile Access Router or MAR. 
This device will manage communications between the Yard WiFi system and the recommended commercial data 
communications provider (cellular data), while also “future proofing” the agency by providing the technical flexibility 
to migrate to other future, mobile communications technologies.

AC Transit has begun procuring new vehicles with a MAR included as part of vehicle procurement, and the agency 
has specified the Moovbox 340 as the preferred MAR as part of new Gillig Coach procurements.

It is recommended that the requirements for any MAR going forward be reviewed to ensure that AC Transit 
is obtaining a product that best meets their operational requirements. Some example areas that should be 
investigated include making sure that there are sufficient Ethernet ports to support future on-board network 
expansion, that the on-board and central system technologies supply AC Transit with sufficient management 
and administrative tools, that all near term external communications networks are supported, that WiFi card and 
drivers support an unique features which may be required by the future yard WiFi architecture and that minimal 
new additional GPS devices are required. 

These and other new technical requirements should be reviewed with AC Transit to be able to finalize the MAR 
requirements section of the Scope of Work. 
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4.4. Cost Estimate
The following table provides a high level breakdown of the costs included in Appendix A.

CAPITAL COSTS (ROM) 10 YR LIFECYCLE COST

Agency owned and 
operated CAD/AVL 

System

Project Services $2,900,000 Internal Staff (10 yr) $3,519,418 

Onboard equipment $10,233,000

$26,127,000 for Option 1 when added to 
Capital costs

Central Site Systems $2,465,000

Backup Central Site 
System

$585,000

Spares $530,000

Testing $2,050,000

Training $345,000

Warranty $2,500,000

TOTAL $21,608,000

EBRCS Voice 
System & 

Commercial Data 
System

Project Services $3,223,570
Internal O&M Fees  
(10 yr)

$3,902,000 

Voice and Data 
Radios

$5,617,600

$15,991,740 for Alternative 4 when added to 
Communications Capital costs

Central System $1,183,300

Training $25,000

Warranty $1,020,135

TOTAL $11,069,605

TOTAL COST FOR 
RECOMMENDATION

$32,677,605

Contingency (12%) = $4,901,641

$42,118,740

Contingency (15%) = $6,317,811


